LEMOLE-PILLING® VALVE RETRACTOR - Set #2 Fits Morse-style Retractors

Description:
Provides self-retaining valve retraction. Fits directly onto arms of many types of sternal retractors. The T-Frame cross bar attaches to the sternal retractor by means of a “C” clamp. 8” (20.3 cm) T-Frame cross bar allows for addition of valve retractor blades without removing previously placed blades, using universal clamps. Set includes 6 valve retracting blades and 2 universal clamps. Various size blades available for any size atrium.

Complete set includes:
341520 Universal Clamp for Lemole, qty. 2
341522 Cooley Atrial Retractor, small, 9-1/2" (24 cm), qty. 2
341523 Cooley Atrial Retractor, medium, 9-1/2" (24 cm), qty. 1
341524 Cooley Atrial Retractor, large, 9-1/2" (24 cm), qty. 1
341525 Malleable Atrial Retractor, 8-3/4" (22 cm), qty. 2
341511,12 or 13 T-Frame only for type #1, #2 and #3, qty. 1

Related:
341501 Lemole-Pilling® Valve Retractor - Set #1 Fits Cooley and Chaux Sternal Retractors
341503 Lemole-Pilling® Valve Retractor - Set #3 Fits Ankeney Retractor
341506 Lemole-Pilling® Valve Retractor - Set #1 with Cooley Retractor (341195)

To order this product, please call:
United States: 866-246-6990
Canada: 800-387-9699